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What CVPR 2050 be like?

Venue: metaverse?



What CVPR 2050 be like?

Venue: mars?

Created by Jack Hessel, using DALL.E of OpenAI



What CVPR 2050 be like?
ChatGPT writes the paper 

ChatGPT reviews the paper 

ChatGPT rebuttal period 

Diffusion generates slides 

NeRF presents the talk 

ChatGPT summarizes the talk? 

Few-shot prompting &  

Instruction tuning? 

NeRF? Diffusion? Transformers? 

Autonomous driving? cleaning? 
plumbing? babyseating?  

LLMs (or LVMs?) as prior? 

Scaling laws no more? 
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ChatGPT summarizes the talk? 

Few-shot prompting &  

Instruction tuning? 

NeRF? Diffusion? Transformers? 

Autonomous driving? cleaning? 
plumbing? babyseating?  

LLMs (or LVMs?) as prior? 

Scaling laws no more? 

Quantum Pre-trained Transformers (QPT) with perplexity 1.1??



What CVPR 2050 be like?

AGI is just 5-10 years away!! We haven’t solved compositionality yet!

We haven’t solved a dog level embodied AI yet!



Prolog: what CVPR 2050 be like 

Chapter 1: The Possible Impossibilities 
Chapter 2: The Impossible Possibilities 

Chapter 3:The Paradox 

2050: An AI Odyssey

The background art created by Jack Hessel, using DALL.E of OpenAI

Epilog: why am I even here? A confession of an alien



The Possible Impossibilities?

AGI is seemingly around the corner; 
Is there really anything “impossible” with 

GPT5/6/7?



Circa 1878 …
“in this field, almost everything is already 

discovered, and all that remains is to fill a few 
unimportant holes”

Philipp von Jolly

Max Planck

“I don't wish to discover new things, 
only to understand the known 

fundamentals”🔥 Quantum Physics 🔥



Dark Matter 
Schrödinger's cat 

Wave-particle duality 
Spacetime continuum

Fast forward to the 20th/21st cent. …



Dark Matter 
Schrödinger's cat 

Wave-particle duality 
Spacetime continuum

Possible impossibilities 
Impossible possibilities  
Commonsense paradox 

Moravec's paradox 
Generative AI paradox

Fast forward to the 20th/21st cent. …



The Possible Impossibilities?

In the limit, 
- can AGI arrive without embodiment? 

- can RLHF fully align LLMs to factuality? 
- can Transformers truly master compositionally?



Faith and Fate: Limits of Transformers on 
Compositionality

— arXiv:2305.18654 —
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Multiply 999 by 867. 

Does sparks of AGI (i.e., GPT4) solve multiplication?

The correct answer is 
866,133 

The product of multiplying 999 by 867 is 824,133. 

GPT4

Multiply 999 by 867. Think step by step 

To multiply 999 by 867 step by step, we can use the traditional 
long multiplication method. Here's how it would look: 

 Therefore, 999 multiplied by 867 equals 866,733. 

The correct answer is 
866,133 



Multiply 999 by 867. 

The correct answer is 
866,133 

GPT4 achieves only 59% accuracy on 3-digit x 3-digit 
multiplication.  

4% accuracy for 4x4 
multiplication!

0% accuracy for 5x5 
multiplication!

The product of multiplying 999 by 867 is 824,133. 

GPT4

Does sparks of AGI (i.e., GPT4) solve multiplication?





Multiply 999 by 867. 

Exhaustively training on 
the task examples does 
not solve multiplication!

Does SUPERVISED TRAINING on 1.8 million examples* 
solve multiplication? (W/ GPT3)

The correct answer is 
866,133 

GPT3 fine-tuned achieves only 55% accuracy on 3-
digit x 3-digit multiplication.  

Maybe tokenization is 
the issue … ??

Let’s train GPT2 from 
scratch on multiplication 

data.

The product is 865,233. 

Davinci

*1.8M examples include 1x1, 2x1, 2x2, 3x1, 3x2, 3x3, 4x1, 4x2 multiplication problem sizes, 12 epochs,  80:10:10 train/dev/test



SUPERVISED Training with Correct Tokenization will do it? 
(w/ GPT2-XL from scratch …)

Multiply 999 by 867. 

The correct answer is 
66,233 

The product is 865,233. 

GPT2-XL

Each digit is assigned to 
one token 

Each math symbol (e.g. “=” , “x”) 
is assigned to one token 

Train up to 4x4 (90M*)  

GPT2-XL achieves only 10% accuracy on 3-digit x 3-
digit multiplication.  

Tokenization does not 
seem the issue for the 

low performance!

*90M examples include 1x1, 2x1, 2x2, 3x1, 3x2, 3x3, 4x1, 4x2, 4x3, 4x4 multiplication problem sizes, 14 epochs,  80:10:10 train/dev/test



It’s just a matter of step-by-step? (w/ GPT4 + scratchpad*)

Multiply 999 by 866. 

Let's perform the multiplication step by step: 
Let's multiply 999 by the digit in the ones place of 866, which is 6. 

1. Multiply 6 by the digit in the ones place of 999, which is 9. 
This gives 6 x  9= 54 . Write down the result 4 and carry over 
the 5 to the next step. 

2. …. 
Let's multiply 999 by the digit in the tens place of 867, which is 6. 

3. Multiply 7 by the digit in the ones place of 999, which is 9. This 
gives 7 x  9= 63 . Write down the result 3 and carry over the 6 to 
the next step. 
4. …….. 

Multiply 999 by 867. 

X

GPT4
Let's perform the multiplication step by step: 

Let's multiply 999 by the digit in the ones place of 867, which is 7. …. 
……….  
The final answer is 866,133  

✓

999 
866 

———— 
5994 

5994
7992

—————
= 865134

Accuracy increases to 
92% on 3x3 

multiplication!! 

* We consider 5-shot 3x3 examples in each prompt.



Accuracy decreases to 4% 
on 4x4 multiplication!! 

Multiply 8999 by 1866. 

Let's perform the multiplication step by step: 
Let's multiply 8999 by the digit in the ones place of 1866, which is 6. 

1. Multiply 6 by the digit in the ones place of 8999, which is 9.  
2. …. 

4x4 multiplication

GPT4
Let's perform the multiplication step by step: 

……….  
The final answer is  16,695,134.  

Multiply 78999 by 41866. 

Let's perform the multiplication step by step: 
Let's multiply 78999 by the digit in the ones place of 41866, which is 6. 

1. Multiply 6 by the digit in the ones place of 78999, which is 9.  
2. …. 

5x5 multiplication

GPT4
Let's perform the multiplication step by step: 

……….  
The final answer is 3,305,251,134.  

Accuracy decreases to 2% 
on 5x5 multiplication!! 

It’s just a matter of step-by-step? (w/ GPT4 + scratchpad*)



Wait, didn’t previous work said “transformers absolutely can 
learn true multi-step algorithms in-context”???

We investigate the fundamental limits of 
achieving full mastery of the task rather than 
incremental improvements. 

Instead

*they report GPT4 doesn’t 
do well when multiplying 
digits > 3, thus covert the 
problem manually to 
addition over small digit 
(<= 3) multiplications

*
Partia

l Mastery 



How about fine-tuning GPT3 on scratchpad?

81K 810K # Examples 8.1M 81M 810M 8.1B 8100 
3x33x2 4x3 4x4 5x4 5x52x2Problem size

$7440
$74,404

$744,040
$7.4 M

$70.4 M

$700 M

$744

Cost* USD

*Cost for 4 epochs
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How about fine-tuning* GPT3 on scratchpad?

81K 810K # Examples 8.1M 81M 810M 8.1B 8100 
3x33x2 4x3 4x4 5x4 5x52x2Problem size

$7440
$74,404

$744,040

$7.4 M

$70.4 M

$700 M

$744

Cost USD

GPT3 achieves 96% accuracy on in-distribution data but 
drops sharply to zero on OOD multiplication data.  

Why does this happen? Can we 
understand Transformers’ 
behaviour via computation 
graphs?

*Data includes all the enumerations of 1x1, 2x1, 2x2, 3x1, 3x2 problem sizes, 4 epochs,  80:10:10 train/dev/test. OOD data: 3x3, 4x1,4x2, 4x2, 4x4, etc



 function multiply (a[1:p], b[1:q]):
  for i = q to 1
     carry = 0
     for j = p to 1 
       
      
       
       
     summands[i] = digits

   product = 
   return product

∑q
i=1summands[q+1-i] ⋅ 10i-1

7

4

9
28

6
34

3

4

3

343
63

Computation graph for 49 x 7

a = 

b = 

t = a[j] * b[i]
t += carry  (only if j != p)

carry = t // 10
digits[j] = t mod 10

multiply 
1-digit carrymod 10 sum concat



Model Performance Decreases as Graph Complexity 
Increases

7

9

7

63 

4 28

63
6

34
3

4

3

343

63 

9

Graph Complexity
graph width: mode of {d(v) : v ∈ V}
graph depth: the largest layer number in the graph 
average parallelism: ratio between |V | and reasoning depthgraph width = 1

graph depth = 3
avg. parallelism = 1.3

graph width = 3
graph depth = 5
avg. parallelism = 2.8

No. digits

N
o.

 d
ig

its

9 x 7 = 63

49 x 7 = 343

multiply 
1-digit carrymod 10 sum concat



…

xn−1

Input nodes

Output
✓

xn

x3

x2

x1

✗
What is the correlation between a model 

generating a correct output and having seen 
relevant subgraphs during training?



xn−1

Output

xn

x3

x2

x1

If you already saw relevant subgraphs during training, the 
inference is only seemingly highly compositional

Output

Detect subgraphs already seen during training:



Transformers' successes are heavily linked to having seen significant 
portions of the required computation graph during training

Fine-tuned GPT3 - Dynamic Programming



28

63

2

5

8
13

1 3

3

3

343

What Types of Errors do Transformers Make at Different 
Reasoning Depths?

4

7

9

fully correct

local error

propagation 
error

restoration 
error

propagation 
error

propagation 
errorfully correct

fully correct

Error Type
Fully Correct: v and ancestors have correct values and are derived from correct computations 

Propagation Error: v is derived from a correct computation but some of its ancestors have incorrect values 
Local Error: v is derived from an incorrect computation but its ancestor nodes have correct values 

Restoration Error: v has a correct value but is derived from an incorrect computation. 

Fully Correct Local Error Propagation Error Restoration Error

Five-shot GPT4 – DP

Fine-tuned GPT3 – DP

Five-shot GPT4 – Multiplication Five-shot GPT4 – Puzzle

Fully Correct Local Error Propagation Error Restoration Error

Five-shot GPT4 – DP

Fine-tuned GPT3 – DP

Five-shot GPT4 – Multiplication Five-shot GPT4 – Puzzle

Fully Correct Local Error Propagation Error Restoration Error

Five-shot GPT4 – DP

Fine-tuned GPT3 – DP

Five-shot GPT4 – Multiplication Five-shot GPT4 – Puzzle

Fully Correct Local Error Propagation Error Restoration Error

Five-shot GPT4 – DP

Fine-tuned GPT3 – DP

Five-shot GPT4 – Multiplication Five-shot GPT4 – Puzzle

Fully Correct Local Error Propagation Error Restoration Error

Five-shot GPT4 – DP

Fine-tuned GPT3 – DP

Five-shot GPT4 – Multiplication Five-shot GPT4 – Puzzle

fully correct

fully correct

propagation 
error



Transformers’ performance will rapidly decay with increased task complexity



By and large, the prior work was based on weaker LLMs, thus some might 
have wondered with extreme-scale, these problems magically go away



Transformers are not the right models for multiplication? 
Instead, Toolformers (Schick et. al. 2003)?

That’s exactly the point!  
Relatedly, are transformers the right models for other 
compositional aspects of commonsense / language?

Let’s step back…



Multiplication (+ puzzles, algorithms) are an “edge 
case”??? all other compositionality will work well with 

transformers + RLHF + scratchpad ???

1. How do we know the full mastery? 
2. WHY is simple multiplication harder than other (seemingly 

more complex) compositional tasks? 
3. (Since we are at CVPR) what about compositional visual QA? 







Prolog: what CVPR 2050 be like 

Chapter 1: The Possible Impossibilities 
Chapter 2: The Impossible Possibilities 

Chapter 3:The Paradox 

2050: An AI Odyssey

The background art created by Jack Hessel, using DALL.E of OpenAI

Epilog: why am I even here? A confession of an alien



Circa 2023 …

Sam Atman

It’s hopeless to compete with OpenAI

How can Indian startups create 
foundation models for India? Rajan Anandan



🍔 Impossible Distillation
from Low-quality Model to High-Quality Dataset & Model 

for Summarization and Paraphrasing
— arxiv:2305.16635 —

Yejin  
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Ximing 
Lu



winning recipe = extreme-scale pre-training + RLHF at scale

GPT-3GPT-2

Low-quality, small models

high-quality, small models vs
???



How is that even possible when imitating from  
proprietary LLMs are supposedly hopeless? 



Are small LMs completely out of league? 
Can small, off-the-shelf LMs learn to abstract without task supervision?

https://twitter.com/EmojiMashupBot/status/1266262982406729730



Task-specific Symbolic Knowledge Distillation works! 



Our task in focus: learning to “abstract” in 
language 

In NLP: ~ “sentence summarization” 

✨ New observation: “paraphrasing” can be 
viewed as a special case of “summarization” ✨ 



🔥Learn to “summarize” + “paraphrase”🔥
Mission Impossible:

•without extreme-scale pre-training 
• without RL with human feedback at scale 
•without supervised datasets at scale

AI is as good as the data it was trained on



winning recipe = extreme-scale pre-training + RLHF at scale

GPT-3GPT-2

Low-quality, small models

high-quality, small models

high-quality, large datasets

vs



We will build on …



ATOMIC-10x: a machine-authored KB 
that wins, for the first time,  

over a human-authored KB in all 
criteria: scale, accuracy, and diversity. 

Yeah but can we get 
anywhere without GPT-3?



GPT-2

Pool of candidate 
pairs

Filters

Summarization 
Dataset

T5-large



GPT-2

Pool of candidate 
pairs

Filters

Summarization 
Dataset

T5-large

Entailment filter 
remove non-factual  

summaries using NLI

Length filter 
remove too long  

summaries

Diversity 
filter

Filters for 
Summarization



Filters for 
Paraphrasing

GPT-2

Pool of candidate 
pairs

Filters

T5-large

Diversity 
filter

Bidirectional 
Entailment filter

Abstractness 
filter

Diversity 
filter

Length 
filter

Paraphrasing 
Dataset



GPT-2

Pool of candidate 
pairs

Filters

Paraphrasing 
Dataset

Flan-T5

GPT-2

Pool of candidate 
pairs

Filters

Summarization 
Dataset

Generalizes to both tasks by 
simply re-defining the filters!

Train a single model capable of both tasks!



GPT-2

Pool of candidate 
pairs

Filters

Summ / Para 
Dataset

T5-large

Flan-T5

Better 
Dataset

Better Task Model

Self- 
Distillation

DimSum+	
3.4M samples for  
sentence summarization + paraphrasing,  
spanning news / reddit / bio domains

Self-Distillation 
yields better dataset, 
stronger task model

T5-ImpDistill
770M LM capable of both  
controllable summarization + paraphrasing, 
distilled purely from < 2B LMs



"While we will be looking across all parts of the newsroom, at the end 
of the redundancy program we expect there will be significantly fewer 
editorial management, video, presentation and section writer roles," 
the publisher is quoted as saying in an internal note.

Input Sentence:

"We are looking to reduce the number of staff in the newsroom", 
the publisher said in an internal note.

T5-ImpDistill

GPT-3 text-davinci-003, zero-shot

The publisher has informed staff through an internal note that, after 
implementing a redundancy program, there will be a significant reduction 
in the number of editorial management, video, presentation, and section 
writer roles. hallucinating unsupported content



Stronger than 200x larger GPT-3 in human evaluation!

0

1

2

GPT-3 (zero-shot) GPT-3 (few-shot) T5-ImpDistill

1.79

1.53
1.44

1.66

1.53

1.19

1.83

1.251.23

1.87
1.82

1.89

Fluency Faithful Concise Overall
(Perfect)

(Fair)



Dataset has higher diversity than human-authored Gigaword

Our dataset (3.4M) exhibit more lexical diversity than human-authored Gigaword (4M)!

0

15

30

45

60

Gigaword DimSum+

51.1
47.2

21.4621.22
17.3816.87

10.3810.12

1-gram Entropy 2-gram Entropy 3-gram Entropy MSTTR

(Rush et al. 2015)



Dataset has higher diversity than human-authored Gigaword
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Abstractive
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Our dataset covers diverse summarization strategy!

DimSum+

(Rush et al. 2015)
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Making Small Language Models Better Action Reasoners

Buy a new videogameGOAL

Step1: Decide to buy a new videogame

Step2: Decide on game

Step3: Get into the car

Step4: Drive to the game store

Step5: Walk into the game store

Step6: Find desired game

PLAN

Step7: Buy a new videogame

Buy a new videogameGOAL

If the game store is too far awayCONDITION



Making Small Language Models Better Action Reasoners

Buy a new videogameGOAL

Step1: Decide to buy a new videogame

Step2: Decide on game

Step3: Get into the car

Step4: Drive to the game store

Step5: Walk into the game store

Step6: Find desired game

PLAN

Step7: Buy a new videogame

Buy a new videogameGOAL

If the game store is too far awayCONDITION

Step1: Decide to buy a new videogame

Step2: Research online game stores

Step3: Compare prices and reviews

Step4: Select the game to buy

Step5: Purchase the game online

Step6: Wait for the game to be delivered

COUNTERFACTUAL 
PLAN



Procedural Knowledge Verbalization

LLM

In-context 
examples

…Critic

attend medical school

buy a new videogame

PROMPT TEMPLATES CoPlan Dataset

Goals

get groceries from a store



PROMPT TEMPLATES CoPlan Dataset
Procedural Knowledge Verbalization

LLM

GoalsIn-context 
examples

…

Critic

Goal Plans

Step 1: Decide to buy a new videogame 
Step 2: Decide on game 
Step 3: Get into the car 
Step 4: Drive to the game store 
Step 5: Walk into the game store 
Step 6: Find desired game 
Step 7: Buy a new videogame

buy a new videogame



PROMPT TEMPLATES CoPlan Dataset
Procedural Knowledge Verbalization

LLM

GoalsIn-context 
examples

get groceries from a store

…

Critic

Goal

the game store is too far away

don’t have enough money

Conditions

Plans
Plan Step 1: Decide to buy a new videogame 

Step 2: Decide on game 
Step 3: Get into the car 
Step 4: Drive to the game store 
Step 5: Walk into the game store 
Step 6: Find desired game 
Step 7: Buy a new videogame



PROMPT TEMPLATES CoPlan Dataset
Procedural Knowledge Verbalization

LLM

GoalsIn-context 
examples

get groceries from a store

…

Critic

Goal Plans
Plan

Condition

Conditions

Counterfactual Plans

Step 1: Decide to buy a new videogame 
Step 2: Research online game stores 
Step 3: Compare prices and reviews 
Step 4: Select the game to buy 
Step 5: Purchase the game online 
Step 6: Wait for the game to be delivered

Step 1: Decide to buy a new videogame 
Step 2: Decide on game 
Step 3: Get into the car 
Step 4: Drive to the game store 
Step 5: Walk into the game store 
Step 6: Find desired game 
Step 7: Buy a new videogame

the game store is too far away



CoPlan Dataset

Goals

Plans

Conditions

Counterfactual Plans

Procedural Knowledge Distillation

Given:
Objective: Write steps

Goal

 Planning (P)

Objective: Write conditional steps
Goal

 Counterfactual Planning (CP)

Condition&Given:

Given:

Objective: Rewrite steps
Goal

 Counterfactual Plan Revision (CPR)

Condition&& Plan

P CP CPR
Multitasking:



Given:
Objective: Write steps

Goal

 Planning (P)

Objective: Write conditional steps
Goal

 Counterfactual Planning (CP)

Condition&Given:

Given:

Objective: Rewrite steps
Goal

 Counterfactual Plan Revision (CPR)

Condition&& Plan

CoPlan Dataset

Goals

Plans

Conditions

Counterfactual Plans

Plan

Counterfactual Plan

P CP CPR
Multitasking:

Plan

Counterfactual Plan

PLASMA

Procedural Knowledge Distillation



Verifier-Guided Decoding

Research vehicle

Visit car dealerships

Check sales price

Make a budget

…

Test drive different models

Fill out registration

…

Contact seller

Negotiate a best price

…

Get the keys

Does [next step] logically 
follows [previous steps] to 

help achieve the goal?

Temporality, 
Logicality, 
Completeness,…

Based on:

Step-wise 
Verifier

Buy a new car

Plan-so-far:
1. Research different car models 
2. [next step] 

Write a check

……

.35

.68 .19

.24

.75

.69

.76

.73

.76.81

.91.72

.48.49

…

.18

…

.70

.52

.41

…

.63

.70

…

PLASMA+



Verifier-Guided Decoding

Research vehicle

Visit car dealerships

Check sales price

Make a budget

…

Test drive different models

Fill out registration

…

Contact seller

Negotiate a best price

…

Get the keys

Does [next step] logically 
follows [previous steps] to 

help achieve the goal?

Temporality, 
Logicality, 
Completeness,…

Based on:

Step-wise 
Verifier

Buy a new car

Plan-so-far:
1. Research different car models 
2. [next step] 

Write a check

……

.35

.68 .19

.24

.75

.69

.76

.73

.76.81

.91.72

.48.49

…

.18

…

.70

.52

.41

…

.63

.70

…

Visit car dealerships

Make a decision on a car

Test drive different models

Buy a new car

Research different car modelsFinal Plan:

PLASMA+



helps              the scale gap!
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4

4.25

4.5

4.75

5

PlaSma PlaSma PlaSma PlaSma

PlaSma 11B
PlaSma 3B

Multitasking Multitasking

Code GPT-3.5 (175B)

≈
Human

GPT-3.5 (175B)

Teacher Model!!!

Multi-tasking & verifier-guided decoding  
consistently improves performance and bridge the 

scale gap!



Does                  help downstream Embodied tasks?

VirtualHome Environment

Task: Turn of TV

Ground to predefined set  

of actionable            !



Does                  help downstream Embodied tasks?

VirtualHome Environment

60

70

80

90

100 94.2

76.477.2

Closed-loop Davinci 175B (Huang et al., ICML 2022)
PlaSma 11B
PlaSma+ 11B

Executability (%)

10

20

30

40
31.9

28.4

19.1

LCS (%)

25

40

55

70 66.7

43.741.4

18.3

Human Eval of  
Completeness (%)

PlaSma, 16 times smaller model generates steps that are 
significantly more EXECUTABLE and COMPLETE!!!

Human 
Performance



20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

PlaSma+ (3B)

PlaSma+ (11B)

GPT-3 Curie

GPT-3.5 (175B)

Good
Trivial
Bad

264 208

12

58

280 280

7 12

can do counterfactual planning!

Empty lint filter

Goal Condition

If the lint trap is too hot to touch

Step1: Unplug dryer Step2: Open dryer Step3: 

Locate lint trap Step4: Use heat-resistant 
glove or mitt to pick up lint trap Step5: Pull 

lint trap out of dryer Step6: Empty lint trap

PlaSma 
Plan

Get exercise If the fitness activity presents  
a risk of injury

Step1: Decide what type of exercise you would 
like to do Step2: Research the activity to 
make sure you understand the risks and 
benefits Step3: Consult with a medical 
professional to ensure the activity is safe for 
you Step4: Find a place to do the activity 
Step5: Set a goal for how often you would like 
to do the activity Step6: Start doing the activity 
Step7: Monitor your progress and adjust the 
activity as needed Step8: Get exercise

Smaller models can perform counterfactual 
planning with same level of proficiency as larger 

models! 



Prolog: what CVPR 2050 be like 

Chapter 1: The Possible Impossibilities 
Chapter 2: The Impossible Possibilities 

Chapter 3:The Paradox 

2050: An AI Odyssey

The background art created by Jack Hessel, using DALL.E of OpenAI

Epilog: why am I even here? A confession of an alien



Everything, everywhere, all at once

AI not yet as smart as a dog

Existential risk 

Passed the bar exam



Commonsense paradox 
Moravec's paradox 

Generative AI paradox 

Chapter 3: The Paradox

The background art created by Jack Hessel, using DALL.E of OpenAI



• Only 5% of universe is normal 
matter. The remaining 95% is 
dark matter and dark energy. 

• Dark matter is completely 
invisible, yet affects what are 
visible: the orbits of stars and 
the trajectory of light

Dark matter is 
what matters in 
modern physics Normal matter: visible text (words, sentences) 

Dark matter: the unspoken rules of how the 
world works, which influence the way people use 
and interpret language

Dark matter of language?





Circa 2022… (GPT-3) “theory of mind” test

Alice and Bob saw apples on the table in the kitchen.

Alice left the kitchen. 

Bob moved the apples to the cabinet.



“theory of mind” test

Where would Bob think that 
Alice will look for the apples?

Alice left the kitchen. 

Bob moved the apples to the cabinet.

Alice and Bob saw apples on the table in the kitchen.

Circa 2022… (GPT-3)



“theory of mind” test

🤖in the cabinet

Alice and Bob saw apples on the table in the kitchen.

Alice left the kitchen. 

Bob moved the apples to the cabinet.

Where would Bob think that 
Alice will look for the apples?

Circa 2022… (GPT-3)



“theory of mind” test

🤖On the table

Alice and Bob saw apples on the table in the kitchen.

Alice left the kitchen. 

Bob moved the apples to the cabinet.

Where would Bob think that 
Alice will look for the apples?

Circa 2023… (GPT-4)



“theory of mind” test

🤖On the table

Alice and Bob saw apples on the table in the kitchen.

Alice left the kitchen. 

Bob moved the apples to the cabinet.

Where would Bob think that 
Alice will look for the apples?

Circa 2023… (GPT-4)



GPT4 - 68%

ACL 2023

1 room 
2 people* 

2 containers 
1 object  

GPT4 - 58% GPT4 - 62% GPT4 - 97%

* with an extra distractor person (ToMi dataset)

Typical false-belief 
ToM story:

2 ToM stories  
concatenated  
in 2 rooms?

Variant I

3 people 
3 containers, 

moving 1 object 
sequentially? 

Variant 2

1 room 
2 people,  

4 containers 
moving 1 object 

sequentially? 

Variant 3

…





Generated on Apr 12 2023 from https://platform.openai.com/playground?mode=chat&model=gpt-4



— GPT4, as of Jun 18 2023 —



RLHF  
whack-a-mole 

game?
— GPT4, as of Jun 18 2023 —



Common sense is not so common

Commonsense Paradox
I’ll dare say, the following four statements are all true: 
• Commonsense is trivial for humans, hard for machines 
• Among humans, “common sense is not so common” — Voltaire 
• LLMs do acquire a vast amount of commonsense knowledge 
• Yet in some ways, “AI is worse than a dog” — Yann Lecun



Commonsense paradox 
Moravec's paradox 

Generative AI paradox 

Chapter 3: The Paradox

The background art created by Jack Hessel, using DALL.E of OpenAI



Moravec’s Paradox
• contrary to traditional assumptions, (higher-level) reasoning requires little 

computation, but sensorimotor and perception skills require enormous 
computational resources 

• it is comparatively easy to make computers exhibit adult level performance 
on intelligence tests or playing checkers, and difficult or impossible to give 
them the skills of a one-year-old when it comes to perception and mobility

Might it be that NLP is easier than Vision or Robotics?

— Hans Moravec, Rodney Brooks, Marvin Minsky, …

AGI without strong vision or robotics capabilities?



couldn’t be possible without their 1B mask dataset innovation

Compared to LLMs, we 
don’t yet have discovered 

equally powerful pre-
training data & learning 
objective for vision or 

robotics





Commonsense paradox 
Moravec's paradox 

Generative AI paradox 

Chapter 3: The Paradox

The background art created by Jack Hessel, using DALL.E of OpenAI



• Another case of easy is hard and hard is easy 
• It appears to be that for (current) AI, generation is easier 

than understanding 
• For humans, understanding is generally easier than 

generation 

Generative AI Paradox? 





Atomic2020 [Hwang et al., 2021] GenericsKB [Bhakthavatsalam et al., 2020]

CSQA

OBQA

ARCe

ARCh

AI2Scie

AI2Scih

QASC

PIQA
SIQA

WG

C2S
SciQ

QuaRel

Quartz
CycIC

ComVE
CSQA2

SKD

I2D2

Commonsense QA Datasets

Data Conversion

2 Knowledge Bases

19 QA datasets

~7M statements

A bird has four legs.

Plausibility: 15%

Vera

[Examples adapted from Lin et al., 2020]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.00660.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.05953.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.00683.pdf


Solving Commonsense Benchmarks

17 seen benchmarks 
Vera is trained on the 
training set of them

8 unseen (type 2) benchmarks 
The tasks are a bit further from 

commonsense verification

5 unseen (type 1) benchmarks 
Similar to seen benchmarks, but 

diagnostic datasets

Vera Vera Vera

Predicting the most plausible statement out of the multiple-choice candidates

3% 
6% 

93% 
18% 

1%

Vera

Best baseline is Flan-T5. ChatGPT and GPT-4 are worse. 

Vera outperforms Flan-T5 by 4%-6% on all eval sets (seen/unseen domains)



Prolog: what CVPR 2050 be like 

Chapter 1: The Possible Impossibilities 
Chapter 2: The Impossible Possibilities 

Chapter 3:The Paradox 

2050: An AI Odyssey

The background art created by Jack Hessel, using DALL.E of OpenAI

Epilog: why am I even here? A confession of an alien



Epilog: why am I even here? a confession of an alien

• Impossible possibilities — story of my life 

• 10 years ago, it really didn’t seem like I’d come this far  

• I consider myself as a case of a late bloomer*  

• I grew to believe that talent is made, not born**  

* Though even to this date, I feel like I am an imposter, just about to get caught (perhaps after this talk) 

** Or to state more carefully, talent can be enhanced dramatically throughout one’s life, with considerable efforts in a 
supportive and inclusive environment, even if one’s starting point wan’t all that remarkable. Of course some folks are 
born geniuses and all…



Circa 2012 …



Epilog: why am I even here? a confession of an alien

“talent is made, not born” 

• Internal factor: because I didn’t think much of myself, I was (more) willing to do: 

1. Lifelong learning: learning from everyone, especially from my students, colleagues, 
and continually questioning my previous beliefs and perspectives and revising 
them along the way 

2. Taking risks (reason being, since I’m not that great, I shouldn’t work on problems that 
other smarter people will work on. What a waste of tax money, which supports my 
university salary. Also, since I’m not that great, who cares if I fail… nobody will notice?) 

—> And it turns out, 10 year is a long time (to learn about a lot of stuff), and it’s actually 
pretty impossible to only fail — eventually some things will work out 

• External factor: I was lucky enough to be in an *inclusive* environment



Epilog: why am I even here? a confession of an alien

• As I grew to believe that talent is made, not born, …  

• I also grew to believe that the power of diversity and inclusion is real 

• The culture that understands DEI is less authoritative and more open-
minded, which in turn helped me to grow confidence to try something new 
and different 

• You just learn so much more when interacting with diverse folks, as they 
broaden your view points and foster more divergent and innovative thinking 

• Giving an opportunity to them can make all the difference!



Thanks!


